A universal heterologous internal control system for duplex real-time RT-PCR assays used in a detection system for pestiviruses.
A heterologous in vitro transcript based on a specific primer-probe HEX system was generated as a universal internal control (IC) to improve virus-specific real-time reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) assays. By using a set of different primers, several PCR fragments of desired sizes of an in vitro transcript of the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) gene were generated, and the fragments were detected using a HEX-labelled probe. For long-term storage of the in vitro transcript a special RNA-safe buffer (RSB) was developed. Freezing and thawing of the IC diluted in RSB did not result in any substantial loss of detectable IC copy numbers. The new IC system was used for the first time in a duplex real-time RT-PCR assay for the detection of pestivirus-derived RNA, in particular from bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV). Primers and TaqMan probes for the 'panpesti' assay were selected by analysing the consensus sequence of the 5' non-translated region (5' NTR) of more than 600 different pestiviruses. Finally, the optimised primer probe combination showed an analytical sensitivity of less than 10 copies/reaction. In the duplex set-up, the analytical sensitivity of the validated real-time RT-PCR was identical to the sensitivity of the single assay without IC, and the diagnostic sensitivity of the duplex assay was equal or higher if compared to virus isolation.